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11Abstract The authors develop a framework for the design of tools to mediate collaboration
12intended to lead to learning. We identify two categories of media that are common in
13computer-supported collaborative learning and software in general: communication media
14and information media. These two types of media are then mapped onto two types of social
15activities in which learning is grounded: dialogue and monologue. Drawing on literature in
16learning theory, we suggest the need for interfaces that help students to transition from
17dialogue to monologue and back again. We examine in detail two cases of students
18participating in a computer-mediated science learning activity that involved technologies
19designed to support this transition, and suggest ways that the “middle space” can be
20supported with software and activities that transcend some of the traditional tradeoffs
21associated with information and communication interfaces.

22KeywordsQ1 Dialogue . Middle space . Monologue

24To better understand and design more effective tools to support computer-mediated
25collaborative learning, we must understand both the ways in which media mediate certain
26types of interactions and the way it mediates the process by which people are able to
27construct and negotiate meaning through interaction and collaborative activity. In this
28paper, we begin with the assumption that all computer-based media are to some extent
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29collaborative, since all media presume some sort of audience, even if the audience is
30oneself (Eco, 1994). Based on this assumption, we fuse a human–computer interface design
31perspective with a social interaction and social learning perspective.
32In this paper, we first describe two types of computer-based media genres: information
33genres and communication genres. We then examine an interesting parallelism between
34these two types of technologies and theoretical notions about monologue and dialogue in
35learning. We examine two case studies of students engaging sequentially with different
36models of collaboration supported by different computer technologies. From our
37developmental and historical account of learning in these two case studies, we propose a
38learning principle for how to promote effective learning trajectories. This principle
39recognizes the dialectical relationship and complementary functions of engaging in a
40back-and-forth dialogue with one’s peers and reflectively reorganizing that dialogue into a
41monologic text for public presentation. We advocate abandoning the forced dichotomy
42between two genres of collaboration tools and call for more CSCL tools that begin to fill
43out the “middle spaces” between information and communication interfaces. We
44recommend doing so by designing progressive tools and activities that offer more
45structured dialogues, more open monologues, and semiotic pivots to help students quickly
46move back and forth between different modes of collaboration.

47Interface design: From information to communication

48In this section, we describe two stereotypically different types of computer media:
49information interfaces and communication interfaces. These types of interfaces differ in the
50primary goals that drive their design (and as a result differ in the types of activities for
51which they are used). Information interfaces are designed primarily around individual
52access, manipulation, synthesis and analysis of information. In contrast, communication
53interfaces are designed to support interactions between people (generally communication
54between individuals or small groups). Information interfaces might be thought of as
55functional extensions of libraries and filing cabinets, mediating an individual’s interaction
56with his/her culture’s historically constituted knowledge base and ways of thinking.
57Communication interfaces are often viewed as extensions of messaging systems, such as
58postal mail or telephones, mediating a group of individuals’ interactions with each other
59and coordinating their joint activity.
60Generally, these two types of interfaces are seen as separate. A number of researchers
61have pointed out the differences in design constraints for “groupware” interfaces as
62opposed to informational interfaces designed for individuals (Grudin, 1994; Shneiderman &
63Maes, 1997; Winograd, 1988, 1989). One reason they are seen as different is that
64information interfaces tend to be data-centric, meaning they take much of their structure
65from the form of the information they contain. For instance, a computer-aided design tool is
66highly specialized to represent abstracted three dimensional data, while calendar
67management software is highly specialized for representing appointments, lists of tasks to
68do, etc. Information interfaces often deal with issues of search and retrieval, or perhaps
69information presentation and visualization. Information interfaces also tend to be more
70context-independent, presenting information intended for any user in idealized or generic
71contexts. In contrast, communication interfaces tend to be more domain-general and
72process-focused. They take their form more from interaction processes than from the
73content of the domain, often striving for verisimilitude to offline interactions, such as face-
74to-face discourse or group work. Communication systems frequently include explicit
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75support for social features such as authorship, privacy, and turn taking. These interfaces
76also tend to present information that is highly contextualized. For instance, an e-mail
77message might make sense only to its intended audience, the addressees, in the context of
78an assumed shared understanding of the particular topic, history, norms and vocabulary of
79the electronic conversation.

80The reciprocality of monologue and dialogue in learning

81A parallel can be made between these different genres of interfaces and media, and
82sociocultural learning theory. Sociocultural perspectives (Cole, 1996; Wertsch, 1985) have
83argued that learning occurs as a result of first participating in activities with others who
84scaffold the process (i.e., a type of structured dialogue), leading to an appropriation of the
85tools, rules, and practices of the activities (i.e., enabling monologic and independent
86activity). Communication interfaces are aimed squarely at the first aspect of this process
87while information interfaces seem better suited to the expression of appropriated
88knowledge. Is there a middle path between “personal computing” and “interpersonal
89computing” when it comes to learning?
90One way to frame the design of learning environments (especially collaborative learning
91environments) is to explicitly specify the types of social interaction and communication
92they support. We argue that one important dimension of social interaction to consider is the
93difference between dialogic and monologic discourse.
94By dialogue, we mean an interaction in which participation is distributed across
95individuals, and where the production of meaning is dynamically negotiated within and
96dependent on the current context. Dialogic forms of communication stress that the meaning
97of a message is negotiated in interaction and only partly determined by its semantics.
98Additionally, according to Bakhtin’s theory of dialogism, the listener is assumed to take an
99active attitude towards the text or another person’s utterance, and it is not until an utterance
100is responded to that it is understood (Holquist, 1990). In fact, one of the often-cited
101educational advantages to engaging in dialogue is the interpenetration of multiple contexts
102brought to bear by the different interlocutors, especially when they are engaging in
103argumentation (Bell, 1997, 2002; Means & Voss, 1996; Pontecorvo, 1993; Sandoval, 2003;
104Wegerif, 2006).
105On the other hand, in a monologue the meaning of the “text” is, at least at first glance,
106more coherent, organized, self-contained and maximally explicit. Consider the examples of
107a book, or a student’s essay exam. Roughly, monologic discourse appears to speak with one
108voice and carry within it more of the context that makes it comprehensible. The message of
109a monologue is not typically debated nor negotiated with its intended audience during its
110production. In monologue, meaning is not seen as the product of interaction but the
111expression of one person’s ordering of experience (Coutler, 1999). Because monologue
112lacks a shared communicative context, it requires the text to be maximally explicit in its
113linguistic formulation. Further, monologic forms of communication assume that the
114objective semantics of the message itself are adequate to convey the text’s meaning, and
115they do not provide a means for refining or extending this meaning. From this perspective,
116one can see that relying solely on monologic forms of collaboration embodied in
117informational interfaces can reproduce many of the faults and limitations of the much
118criticized transmission model of communication and instruction (Pea, 1993).
119However, on close examination the appearance of one voice in a monologue is in fact
120produced by the control and organization of multiple voices. One critical factor in determining
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121what is monologue and what is dialogue is not the number of participants involved—even a
122monologue theoretically involves both a speaker and a listener. Rather, the critical factor that
123distinguishes a dialogue from a monologue is “the degree to which both parties participate in a
124concrete speech setting to produce a text” Q2(Yakubisnkii, 1923, 1979). As Bakhtin pointed out,
125even a single person’s utterance or monologic text is dialogic and multivocal and filled with
126“dialogic overtones” (Bahktin, 1984, p. 92). That is, in constructing an utterance the speaker
127borrows and weaves together the words and voices of others while populating them with their
128own intentions and subjectivity. These voices interact and inter-animate each other,
129juxtaposing the different frames that people use to organize experience in productive ways
130(Eco, 1994). However, this interanimation does not depend on the immediacies and
131contingencies of interaction in the same way a dialogue does.
132We propose that the production of a monologue can be seen as an activity in which the
133object is to consolidate or recapitulate a previous (possibly inner) dialogue. From this
134perspective, monologues can be seen as second-order dialogs that differ from first-order
135dialogs in the degree of reorganization and reflection that is involved during the activity.
136Further, monologues are second-order dialogs in the sense that they are internalized, or as in
137our data, external, representations of dialogues. That is, we focus on the intent or purpose of
138the communicative context to define it. Monologic representations (henceforth mono-
139logues) may well be produced by multiple people via a dialog, but when the intent of the
140interaction is to create a stand alone text, we refer to it as a monologue. Finally, while a
141monologue is constructed with an audience in mind (much the same as a dialogue), the
142audience is an idealization who is imagined to have a certain background and is anticipated
143to react to the monologue in particular ways. In this way, monologic texts are “calculated to
144be responded to in turn” (Bakhtin, 1986, p. 72; as quoted in Holquist, 1990), but this
145imagined interaction occurs within a single subject.

146Integrating dialogue and monologue in education through progressive discourse

147In our formulation of learning through social interaction, we see the value of both dialogue
148and monologue. Following Wells (1999) and Bereiter (1994), we advocate designs that
149support progressive discourse. Progressive discourse is characterized by the joint
150construction of a shared body of knowledge. The discourse progresses as individuals take
151up what is said by others, compare it to their own understandings and respond to these
152ideas, pushing the collective discourse forward and at the same time extending one’s own
153thinking. In progressive discourse, learning is a byproduct of participation in a series of
154linked dialogs and monologues (see Enyedy, 2003, 2005 for other examples of learning
155through progressive discourse).
156We wish to specify a particular type of progressive discourse in which there is a
157progression within the collective discourse from dialogue to monologue and back again. In
158our formulation of these cycles of progressive discourse, it is not only the encountering of
159other’s ideas that is important, but the continual re-organization and reflection that occurs
160when one attempts to take the multiple voices of a dialogue and wrestle them into a
161coherent story that, in turn, can be the object of the community’s future dialogue.
162Two qualities of dialogic speech seem especially fitted for the early stages of a student’s
163participation within a community oriented towards the production of knowledge. First,
164because dialogic speech occurs within a shared communicative context requiring less
165explicit linguistic formulation, students may find it easier to articulate their emerging
166understanding of the domain. Students’ abilities to verbally describe a concept has been
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167shown to often lag behind their conceptualization (Crowder, 1996; Crowder & Newman,
1681993; Roth & Welzel, 2001). Helping students to publicly articulate and “make visible”
169one’s initial and emerging understanding within a medium that is tolerant of implicit and
170informal articulations is a critical aspect of active learning (Bell, 1997; Enyedy, 2003;
171Koschmann, Myers, Feltovich, & Barrows, 1994).
172Second, once a student’s thinking is made “visible” it is available to others for comment,
173criticism and negotiation. Different meanings, stemming from different histories for the
174same words, come together in interaction. When these differences and conflicts come to
175light in a dialogue, there is the opportunity for meanings (and people) to shift to and
176appropriate the words and ideas of others. Dialogic interaction allows for interlocutors to
177give each other timely feedback on each other’s ideas, leading to the iterative refinement of
178partial meanings and the construction of increasingly sophisticated approximations of
179normative concepts (Roschelle, 1992).
180Monologues also have educational value. While the consumption of monologues as the
181primary activity of students has been roundly criticized, many researchers and theorists see
182value in having students produce monologues as part of the learning activity. One
183advantage stems from the fact that in schooling, monologic forms are the hallmark of
184individual competence and accountability and are one of the primary measures of expertise
185in learning assessment. Student monologues, such as essays or test responses, are used to
186judge students’ competence and are often used to identify experts long after formal
187schooling. Second, monologic communication provides a more ordered presentation of the
188information and can be particularly persuasive and helpful when the goal is to establish a
189consensus. Given the emphasis on argumentation in the pedagogy of mathematics, science
190and social studies, the ability to produce an organized monologue is an important tool in the
191toolbox of academic discourse. Third, the explicitness of monologic expression represents a
192significant intellectual challenge and the value of concise and concrete expression of one’s
193ideas for one’s own learning has been well documented in psychology (Chi, de Leeuw,
194Chiu, & LaVancher, 1991, 1994).
195Tools designed to facilitate monologues can lead to dramatically different participation
196structures and interactions than the tools that are designed to facilitate dialogue.1

197Dialogue shares many of the features of communication media, with a more distributed
198locus of control, more inclusive participation, and a focus on interaction and co-
199construction of meaning. Monologue, on the other hand, shares many of the features of
200information-centric media: more context-independence (i.e., assumes a limited role of the
201context in establishing the meaning of the text), lack of social cues and a focus on the
202structures of the domain (as opposed to the structure of human interlocution. In addition,
203the two types of tools make differential assumptions about the nature of “meaning” and
204how it is created and communicated: information interfaces tend to use a storage–
205transmission–retrieval metaphor, while communication interfaces use a discursive metaphor
206(see Table 1). This is important because the affordances and constraints of these tools reflect
207epistemological assumptions about the nature of meaning and the nature of participating in
208a community of practice. These assumptions may be communicated to students when they
209interact with the tools.

1 While we recognize that the features of a technology do not determine how that technology evolves and/or
is used in practice, what a technology supports, constrains, and makes easy does influence the negotiation
process.
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210We adopt a dynamic and relative view that begins from the assumption that learning is
211not a single, monolithic event, but is comprised of a series of separate, interrelated
212activities. Further, we assume that a learning trajectory is likely to include a number of
213different contexts, some of which may be best supported by dialogic, communication
214interfaces and some of which may best be supported by monologic, informational
215interfaces. While the specific relationships between monologues and dialogs may vary
216with the situation, tasks and individuals, we believe the tools—what types of interactions
217they afford and constrain—will play a major role in how the relationship is resolved in
218any instance. The point is to endeavor to offer the right tool to the student, at the right
219time, along the student’s learning trajectory. Better still, it forces us to consider the
220progression of discourse and to prompt and support shifts from dialogue to monologue
221and vice versa. In short, it suggests we design progressive discourse tools and activities
222that offer more structured dialogues, more open monologues, and ways to quickly move
223back and forth between different modes of collaboration, in which students will be able to
224use the tools in a manner supportive of their learning wherever they happen to be in their
225learning trajectory. This represents a somewhat radical departure from the previously
226existing dichotomy of interfaces that either support individual, content-specific computing
227and those that support direct communication (such as computer-mediated communication
228tools, or CMCs).

229Creating middle spaces for science learning

230Here we explore an example of how dialogue and monologue were mediated by a set of
231tools designed to create a middle space for learning. First, we describe the research setting
232and the tools and activities with which students engaged, including some information about
233the intended properties of the tools. Special attention is given to an activity that allowed
234students to use a conceptual organization tool to construct a monologue-oriented artifact
235directly from posts in a dialogical threaded discussion system. Next, we discuss two case
236studies of students who used monologue and dialogue in different ways in this activity.

t1.1Table 1 Summary of constraints of information and communication interfaces

Information interface Communication interface t1.2

Constraints on the
process of
interaction

Information is transmitted and
passively received

Information is actively negotiated t1.3

Constraints on the
product of
interaction

Information is structured
conceptually

Information is structured sequentially
or hierarchically t1.4

Monologue Dialogue t1.5
Constraints on the
process of
interaction

Meaning is assumed to be self
evident, maximally explicit,
and context independent

Meaning is negotiated, indexical,
and context dependent t1.6

Constraints on the
product of
interaction

The “text” is an expression
of an individual’s (or group’s)
ordering of experience

The text emerges and reflects the
bi-directional, reciprocal unfolding
of the conversation t1.7
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237Methods: Tools, activities, context, and data collection

238Research context: The Knowledge Integration Environment

239The Knowledge Integration Environment (KIE) (Bell, Davis, & Linn, 1995; Hoadley &
240Bell, 1996; Linn, Bell, & His, 1998; Linn, Davis, & Bell, 2004) was a research project
241created in the early era of the Internet that studied K-12 science learning via deep
242engagement with Internet-based tools. This research team developed a series of project-
243based science learning units in a variety of subject areas and tested them in a suburban
244partner classroom. Each KIE unit exemplified a different type of science project using the
245Internet: critique projects, theory comparison or debate projects, and design projects. The
246prototype design project was entitled Houses in the Desert and served as a capstone activity
247for the semester-long curriculum on light energy and heat energy-specifically, the concepts
248of heat capacity, thermal inertia, and insulation (Hoadley, 2004). The classroom studied was
249a heavily technology-supported environment. Students generally worked in dyads, with one
250Internet-connected computer per dyad. Generally, students would log in to the KIE system
251in pairs, and the software would manage students’ participation though the steps of the
252activity and the types of software tools available to them at each stage. Two tools, the
253SpeakEasy and SenseMaker tools, are important to our analysis and are discussed below.

255SpeakEasy: A communication interface for dialogue

256SpeakEasy (see Fig. 1) was designed squarely in the paradigm of a communication
257interface and promoted dialogue. SpeakEasy was an early Web-based threaded discussion
258tool (Hoadley, Hsi, & Berman, 1995). However, because it was designed specifically for
259education, there are a few differences when compared to the general purpose tools available
260today. First, SpeakEasy provided two screens for postings: an opinion area with one
261comment per person that could be revised over time, and a discussion area with collapsible
262threaded discussion. Second, postings in the discussion area were categorized by the poster
263with labels from a fixed list such as and, i.e., or, and but. These link labels established a
264relational context between contributions. Not only were related contributions located
265together spatially (as opposed to being in the order the messages were sent, which is the
266norm for many discussion tools), but because of the labels the students could see discursive
267features at a glance, such as whether or not the second message was intended to disagree or
268add on to the first. These structuring features helped the students use SpeakEasy to establish
269a temporally and topically coherent discussion, which is a major problem with many of the
270existing asynchronous discussion tools (Herring, 1999). Lastly, comments were always
271attached to a face icon representing the poster, or to a generic face icon when students chose
272to post anonymously. See Hoadley (2004) for a more complete discussion of the evolution
273of attribution and anonymity in the tool.
274In this classroom, the SpeakEasy was used for an extended (2–3 weeks) asynchronous
275discussions of scientific phenomena, and (unlike the typical classroom situation where
276student-run dialogues are rare, Gutierrez, Rimes, & Larson, 1995) the SpeakEasy
277discussions would typically be seeded by a number of comments from adults and then
278open solely to participation by students for the duration of the discussion. Students were
279placed in discussion groups of 15 people from their school; typically these groups included
280only a few other students from the same science period, and usually the discussion groups
281did not include a student’s lab partner. Some discussions were homework, meaning they
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282were not yoked to in-class activities, while others were done during class, at specific points
283during an in-class project. (Hoadley, 1999). In this study, the SpeakEasy tool is analyzed in
284terms of the dialogue it facilitated.

285SenseMaker: An information interface for producing monologues

286The SenseMaker tool (Bell & Linn, 2000) was an information interface designed to support
287the production of monologues. SenseMaker was created to help students prepare
288presentations that addressed important debates raised by the KIE projects. Thus, while
289the students were collaborating and interacting with each other, their intent was to produce
290a monologue. The tool provided students with a graphical organization space in which
291hyper-links could be dragged into nestable boxes called “claim frames” using the space on
292the computer monitor to organize claims and evidence. Initially, links began in a box
293labeled “to be categorized” and the students would create boxes representing claims. They
294could then drag the links into the boxes to show support for the particular claim. The
295students could create overlapping boxes or make copies of the bookmarks if they wanted to
296use the same evidence to support of multiple claims. Nested boxes were used to indicate
297either subcategories of support or chains of reasoning.
298In this classroom, the SenseMaker tool was used during in-class online activities to help
299students substantiate scientific claims about light and heat energy. For instance, during a
300debate project created graphical “arguments” (box diagrams) with their lab partner in which
301“evidence” (bookmarks) such as websites, lab results from classroom experiments, or

Fig. 1 SpeakEasy opinion area
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302personal experience would be dragged into claim frames to help identify chains of
303reasoning. Follow-on activities included pairs of dyads meeting to explain and critique each
304other’s SenseMaker diagrams, and then using a graphical display of their “argument” as a
305conversational prop during the whole-class debate. Thus, these representations were jointly
306constructed by dyads of students, but later became objects of wider discussion. Typically,
307these representations were not jointly constructed by the entire class, although they might
308be presented to everyone.
309In this study, the SenseMaker tool is analyzed in terms of the way in which it supported
310the production of a monologue from dialogic utterances.

311Houses in the Desert: A middle spaces unit to support progressive discourse

312The Houses in the Desert unit was designed to help students integrate their understanding
313of heat flow, insulation and conduction, specific heat and thermal mass and the conversion
314of light energy into heat energy through absorption. The context for learning was a
315challenge to design a house that would passively maintain a comfortable temperature in the
316hot days and cold nights of the desert climate. The Houses project took approximately
3173 weeks of classroom time at the end of the term. Students coming into this project had
318been primarily studying the relationship between heat energy and heat flow, and especially
319phenomena related to thermal conductivity. They had also done a number of units on light
320energy, with one lab on the absorption of light and its conversion to heat by dark materials.
321Although students had been exposed in one lab activity to the notion of specific heat and
322thermal mass, this was not the primary focus of the curriculum.
323This activity consisted of several phases, listed below in Table 2. These descriptions are
324taken directly from the checklist and associated help files seen by the students during the
325project. A more extensive description of the design of this activity and the rationale for the
326activity sequence is available in Hoadley (2004). A number of monologic and dialogic
327activities were included in the intended activity structure for the unit. Students co-created the
328primary team artifact, the house design, and refined this at least once by creating an initial
329design and then editing this to create a final design (a monologue). Students were verbally
330encouraged to edit or refine their designs as often as needed. They also “digested” the
331monologues of others, both during the “Survey Evidence” phase of the activity, in which they
332read pre-selected websites, and during the “Gather Evidence” phase of the activity, in which
333students used a guided search tool that accessed a much larger set of websites related to heat,
334temperature, light, and building design. Dialogue in the project included whole-class
335discussion, teacher-led discussion (such as the initial problem definition discussion about
336desert climates), within-dyad interactions, team-to-team discussion (as during the project
337critique phase), and student-to-student discourse in the SpeakEasy.
338Students entered the SpeakEasy to find a number of seed comments to which they
339responded with their own posts (for examples see the comments by ChrisH and AlexC in
340Figs. 3 and 4). Next, students were asked to use SenseMaker to reorganize these seed
341comments in the “Organize Ideas” phase of the unit. The students were asked to organize
342the seed comment postings as if each one were a separate piece of “evidence” for a
343particular point of view. The intent was for students to explicitly reflect on the ideas
344presented in a prior dialogue and consolidate them, making the SpeakEasy to SenseMaker
345activity a “middle space” for students. The students were then given another opportunity to
346engage in an online discussion using the SpeakEasy tool before finally going on to produce
347their final design. For the purpose of this study, the Houses project is analyzed as an activity
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348structure that created a middle space by connecting otherwise isolated dialogic/
349communication and monologic/information activities/tools.

350Data sources and analytic method

351The Houses in the Desert project was developed in the paradigm of design-based research
352and its precursor, design experiments in which iterative refinement of the activity is used
353to inform theory (e.g., Brown, 1992; Design-Based Research Collective, 2003; Hoadley,
3542004; Kelly, 2003). In particular, the unit was intended as a way of exploring knowledge
355integration as both a psychological theory of learning and as a design framework for
356instruction via the scaffolded knowledge integration (SKI) framework (Linn, 1995; Linn
357et al., 1998; Linn et al., 2004; Linn & Hsi, 2000). Importantly, design-based research
358allows implementation issues to help drive and refine both theory and questions, and this
359study is a perfect example of how rich data collected to inform one theory might be
360examined with a different theoretical lens (Design-Based Research Collective, 2003;
361Hoadley, 2002; Joseph, 2004).
362Approximately 90 students participated in the activity. Each student completed a pretest
363after the initial class discussion of the nature of the problem and the desert climate. A final
364posttest was completed after final reports were turned in. In addition, students took a quiz

t2.1Table 2 Houses in the Desert activity sequence

Project step Activities Artifacts produced t2.2

Define problem Participate in class introduction Initial survey/pretest (monologue) t2.3
Do survey about heating
and cooling (handed out in class)

t2.4

Initial design Think about what problems you
are trying to solve

Initial design (monologue) t2.5

Do one or more initial house designs. t2.6

Survey evidence Survey each piece of evidence t2.7

Desert climate biome t2.8

Enertia site t2.9

Heat capacity—comparing
different materials

t2.10

R-values t2.11

How building materials reflect light t2.12

Discuss and refine Read all SpeakEasy comments SpeakEasy discussion (dialogue) t2.13
Take the SpeakEasy quiz t2.14

Add your own comments SpeakEasy quiz (monologue) t2.15
Organize ideas Organize the ideas from SpeakEasy

in the SenseMaker
SenseMaker argument
(monologue) t2.16

Gather evidence Use the design library t2.17

Look at science topics t2.18

Look at other house designs t2.19

Critique and refine Critique student house designs in class t2.20

Final report Write up your design report in Mildred Report (monologue) t2.21
Print out your evidence notes and turn
in your worksheets

Survey (monologue) t2.22

Take final survey t2.23
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365on their recall of seed comments from the SpeakEasy. Generally, the student dyads moved
366through the activity at their own pace (and the classroom culture encouraged students to use
367after-school or lunchtime to work on projects if needed to meet project deadlines, so the
368variability in progress could be quite large), but the SpeakEasy quiz was administered to
369each period as a whole midway through the activity, constituting an intermediate
370checkpoint on their progress. In addition, their computer-based work (SpeakEasy
371comments, SenseMaker maps, final reports) was stored electronically. These four data
372sources—pre-test, post-test, SpeakEasy quiz, and digital artifacts—constitute the corpus we
373drew on for the analysis below.
374While we came to the extant data for the present analysis with the lens of dialogue and
375monologue as our initial theoretical framework, we were less than sure of how to
376operationalize each category, especially as they occurred in some very new media (much as
377was the case early in the use of email; see Duranti, 1986). Obviously, the particular tools
378and activities could be analyzed with respect to their designed intention of supporting
379monologue or dialogue. Instead, we chose to take a modified grounded theory approach
380(Charmaz, 1983) and the first half of that process is reported below, namely our attempt to
381derive categories of discourse or domain ideas that appeared to have monologic or dialogic
382characteristics, or that facilitated transitions between them. Thus, although our lens of
383monologue and dialogue was specified a priori, the categorization of frames of discourse
384was emergent, and we let the data tell us where the boundaries between these two types of
385discourse might be drawn. The level of detail of the data is somewhat coarse, essentially
386sampling on the order of materials produced every few days in the activity. This produced
387considerable variability in how much might have occurred between data elements, but was
388an appropriate grain size to trace the development and the history of ideas. We consider
389generating these traces as a preliminary analysis aimed at theory building. As such, it is a
390precursor to uncovering stable activity patterns of learning and appropriation. Our aim is to
391use this sample of data to generate a framework that can inform a more complete and
392systematic coding of this corpus, or other data of computer-mediated learning, by
393advancing our theories of how the ebb and flow of monologue and dialogue contribute to
394the student learning in “middle-spaces.”

395Student cases in Houses in the Desert

396In the sections below, we explore two cases of students who participated in this activity.
397Since the students worked in dyads, their partners’ work is referenced as well. We selected
398two cases from the data corpus of more than 90 students based on the grade they received
399on their final design, choosing one group that received an exceptional mark of “A” and one
400that received a more typical “B” mark (on the typical American grading scale from A to F).
401The two cases show a striking difference in their use of the SpeakEasy to SenseMaker
402activity, and more generally the relationship between monologue and dialogue for these two
403students seems tellingly different.
404Taken collectively, these two cases illustrate several claims about how dialogues and
405monologues worked together to at times support and at times limit the students’ learning
406trajectories. First, many of the aspects of what the students learned can be traced historically
407through their interactions (usually with its initial origins in a dialogic interaction). Second,
408engaging in a dialogue alone did not seem to effectively support learning. Third, in
409transforming a dialogue into a monologic text, the students demonstrated a fair amount of
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410reflection about their own understandings of the content. Fourth, the production of a
411monologue was often the impetus for further dialogue.

412Case 1: Detours and roadblocks in progressive discourse—Jordan

413Jordan began this activity with some existing scientifically normative intuitions about heat
414capacity and thermal inertia. In the pre-test he described how the earth “takes longer to heat
415up”2 than air. However, his initial responses to the pretest also showed some confusion
416about the role of insulation, equating insulation with keeping a house cool, but not with
417keeping it warm. His final post-test showed a similar attitude towards thermal inertia,
418namely, that it is easier to heat air than ground. Further, he showed continued, but different,
419difficulties with the notion of insulation. While he no longer equated insulation only with
420coolness, he did retain non-normative ideas about the transfer of heat (see Fig. 2). Jordan
421and his partner received a B on their final design grade. In this report, he and his partner
422pursued a heat storage/thermal inertia strategy, building a house half-buried in the ground,
423made of mud and adobe bricks, with double-paned windows.
424The question that guided our analysis was: can we trace aspects of this design and
425student learning back to Jordan and his partner’s participation in ostensibly dialogic and
426monologic activities during the project? Because this was a “less successful” example, we
427hoped to trace problems in the final outcomes back to problems and omissions in Jordan’s
428participation in a progressive discourse.

429Preliminary dialog: Seed comments and recall

430As noted in the methods section, the SpeakEasy activity began with seed comments that
431represented two scientifically normative design strategies, insulation and thermal storage.
432While we do not have any clear record of the verbal dialogue within the dyad, we have
433some evidence that Jordan attended closely to this initial dialogue in the form of a quiz
434midway through the unit. In Jordan’s post SpeakEasy quiz, he correctly paraphrases the
435reasons suggested by the seed comments for choosing either insulative or high heat capacity
436materials, but displays a problematic understanding of R-value as “thickness” of a material
437rather than a measure of insulation. Additionally, he correctly identifies materials such as
438water and earth as having a high heat capacity. Engaging in a dialogue around the issue of
439heat transfer, thermal inertia, and insulation impacted Jordan’s thinking, but as expected,
440engaging in a dialogue alone did not lead to a full understanding of these issues or clear up
441all his misconceptions.

442Producing an online monologue from dialogue

443Jordan’s team participates in the SpeakEasy (dialogue) to SenseMaker (monologue)3

444activity by preserving the dialogic structure of the seed comments. Initially, the comments
445are in the “to be categorized” box and arranged according to the threading structure of the
446discussion. Jordan’s team does not re-organize these comments conceptually. Instead, they
447merely create categories for each of the top-level discussion threads (See Fig. 3) and for the

3 Recall, monologues may be produced interactively.

2 To avoid distracting the reader, we have corrected spelling and grammatical errors of quotes provided
throughout this paper.
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448opinion area comments. Although the tool and activity were designed to support a
449conceptual organization rather than a discursive organization, it appears in this case that
450Jordan’s team did not take advantage of this opportunity. This lack of reflection and re-
451organization contributed to the problems they have with their final design and limited what
452they learn from the experience overall.

Fig. 2 Portion of Jordan’s post-test worksheet
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453Online dialogic participation

454Jordan was an active participant in the second SpeakEasy-based dialogue (Table 3). He
455made six posts, twice as many as required. Effective dialogue involves both listening to the
456ideas of others and contributing one’s own ideas to the conversation. Jordan’s posts are split
457between these two functions, with four referencing and depending on other posts and two
458that—while they are within threads—stand alone in contributing a new idea. The four
459responses are clearly related to and locally coherent with their predecessor comments and
460are difficult to understand out of context. All of Jordan’s posts are substantive, as opposed
461to simple “I agree” type posts used for conversational maintenance. For instance, when he
462agrees with someone on the subject of insulation, he qualifies his agreement with a proposal
463inviting response: “I agree, but shouldn’t any house even on the desert have some kind of
464windows?” Jordan’s participation in SpeakEasy relates to several science concepts; he
465explores the practicality of water as a building material, the relationship of windows and
466vents to the temperature of the house, and some ideas about roof color and reflection of
467solar energy. Thus, it is here in the second dialogic activity that Jordan’s team begins to
468make some progress towards their design.

469Links between online dialogue and final design.

470Jordan’s online discourse is linked to his team’s design—a second monologue.
471Jordan’s team’s final report shows a design with three primary features: the structure

Fig. 3 Jordan and Ann’s SenseMaker
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472was four feet underground, it was constructed of adobe bricks and mud, and it had
473heavily insulated windows. This design picked up on the ideas discussed in the
474second SpeakEasy dialogue. In the case of windows, the idea was introduced into the
475discussion by another person, and appropriated by Jordan and his partner. In the case
476of the underground building strategy, Jordan introduces this idea into the SpeakEasy
477dialogue. The idea is picked up by another student in SpeakEasy and extended to a
478two-story strategy (one story underground, one above ground) and connected to the
479use of bricks for thermal storage. In their final report, Jordan’s team adds the idea of
480bricks for thermal storage to their prior underground building strategy, and they
481explicitly mention having considered but rejected a two-story design strategy. In
482contrast, several design elements that Jordan proposed in SpeakEasy such as vents,
483solar panels, Styrofoam insulation, and building orientation were not carried through
484into the final design (despite the fact that in at least one case Jordan explicitly states
485in SpeakEasy that this strategy will be used in the final design). Nor were they
486mentioned as ideas considered and rejected when the final report template explicitly
487prompted for such alternative ideas. Thus, all of the elements of this team’s final

t3.1Table 3 Jordan’s SpeakEasy postings

Preceding post(s) Selection of Jordan’s posts t3.2

Keep the heat out (seed) I agree but: t3.3
I think we should try to keep the heat out
by insulating with bad conductors (like Styrofoam
or wool) Heat flows more slowly through
insulators than it does through good conductors,
which we learned in the coke and potatoes lab.

I agree, but shouldn’t any house even on
the desert have some kind of windows? t3.4

Windows let in too much heat (seed) But: t3.5
When the problem is keeping the house cool,
heat from windows is greater than heat from
roofs. The article talks about putting windows
high on the walls to allow in light but keep
the sun’s heat out. I need to understand how
this works because it seems related to the
insulation strategy.

I agree with your statement, but you can use
special windows to prevent heat from getting in. t3.6

Houses in the desert (seed) House in the desert: t3.7
How can we design an energy efficient house
for the desert? It should stay cool during the
day and warm at night. Support your
decisions with evidence and examples.

To design an energy-efficient home in the desert
you must put some of the house underground to
keep it at a moderate temperature day and night.
But you still must put [on] a good insulator
such as Styrofoam. The roof will [be] one side
facing the East where the sun rises and the other
side of the roof facing west where the sun sets.
The roof would be a mirror to reflect the sun. t3.8

What should our house try to do? (seed) Our house should: t3.9
What should our house try to do? What kind
of heat flow do we want?

Our houses should stay the same temperature through
dark and the light. We would do this by insulating
the walls with good insulators, but bad conductors.
The windows would be triple-paned to help prevent
heat from getting in. Our roof would be all solar
panels. t3.10
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488design can be traced back to comments in Jordan’s SpeakEasy dialogue, although not all of
489the key elements of Jordan’s dialogue can be traced forward to the final design report.

490Interactions within the dyad

491The influence of Jordan’s partner Ann is noticeably absent. Ann’s pre- and post-test both
492show a focus on insulation concepts and a relative ignoring of thermal inertia concepts.
493When prompted to explain the delayed and dampened thermal shifts in the ground
494temperature when compared to the air temperature, Ann uses the concept of insulation to
495explain this on both pre- and post-tests. Her recall from the SpeakEasy seed comments
496similarly focuses on the role of insulation: she fails to summarize any of the seed comments
497related to thermal inertia, but correctly summarizes the seed comments that mention an
498insulation strategy. She characterizes the seed comment conversation solely in terms of
499insulation, saying, “[they] disagreed on whether or not they should have the house insulated
500or not, and why they think so.” Recall that it was the concept of insulation where Jordan
501had the most conceptual difficulty. Yet, two of the three core features of their team’s final
502design are related to thermal mass; only the windows are related to an insulative strategy for
503the design. More importantly, Ann did not contribute at all to the class’ SpeakEasy dialogue
504where the majority of ideas for the final design originated. While we cannot be sure, it
505seems reasonable to assume that Ann did not have a major voice in the final design
506decisions, since this design hardly reflects her understanding of the domain, nor does she
507herself exhibit change in her thinking as a result of her interaction with her lab partner.

508Summary: Connections between monologue and dialogue.

509In this case, we have seen that Jordan engaged in a lively online dialogue, which in turn
510influenced the team’s final design. However, evidence of dialogic influence from Jordan’s
511partner Ann is missing and Jordan appears to have missed the opportunity for a conceptual
512transition from a dialogic to a monologic structure in the SpeakEasy to SenseMaker
513activity. Since we have no record of the student’s face-to-face interactions, it is impossible
514to tell what the full range of monologic and dialogic activities that they engaged in were.
515However, it would appear that this is not an ideal case of leveraging the affordances of the
516tools provided for transitions from dialogue to monologue and back. The complete lack of
517dialogue from half the team (i.e., Ann) and the relative lack of monologic/reflective activity
518by both students can be seen as missed opportunities that interfered with the students design
519process and ultimately their conceptual change.

520Case 2: Successful progressive discourse—Connor

521Our second case is similar to the case of Jordan in terms of what the initial dialogue looked
522like, but has some important differences with respect to transitions between dialogue and
523monologue. Connor worked in a team with a more active partner, Tom. Connor’s initial
524conceptions reflect an understanding of insulation, but are not entirely scientifically
525normative for thermal mass. With respect to thermal mass, he incorrectly states that ground
526temperature lags air temperature because “sand does not hold the heat very well.” On the
527other hand, Connor appears to have a normative understanding of insulation and its
528relationship to surface area. Connor’s post-test shows more elaboration than his pre-test,
529and there is some evidence of increased understanding of the relationship between thermal
530mass and conduction when he describes how a poorly insulated house “might absorb the
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531heat better” than the earth. These concepts are still in transition though, as his post-test
532graph of insulated and non-insulated house temperatures show a non-normative view.
533Connor’s partner, Tom, likewise mentions both thermal mass and insulation/conduction
534phenomena; he correctly graphs insulated and non-insulated house temperatures on both
535pre- and post-tests, and in the post-test even describes the role of solar energy in driving
536daily swings both in air and ground temperature. His post-test, however, non-normatively
537states that earth is a better insulator than air, although he correctly describes how this
538system would function if that were true.
539The two boys received an “A” on their final house design, which used a combination of
540thermal insulation and thermal inertia strategies by insulating the house well and by
541including an indoor basement swimming pool connected to an exterior, passive solar water
542heater. They also describe a system for managing the absorption of light energy and its
543conversion to heat at different times of day using a combination of color, materials,
544orientation, and awnings/screens.

545Preliminary dialog: Seed comments and recall

546On the quiz mid-way through the unit, Connor correctly recalls and paraphrases all of the
547building materials mentioned in the seed comments, and in the case of insulating materials
548such as Styrofoam and wool, he links the material to the heat flow mechanism. Connor also
549correctly associates both water and earth with the concept of heat storage. This implies that,
550as was the case for Jordan, after the initial dialogue in the SpeakEasy Connor’s thinking had
551already started to change.

552Producing an online monologue from dialogue

553In the SenseMaker activity in which the team is supposed to construct a preliminary
554monologue, Connor’s team performs differently from Jordan and Ann’s (see Fig. 4).
555Connor and Tom take the seed comments and reorganize them, changing them from a
556discursive structure that reflected only the order in which they were presented to a
557conceptual structure with four main categories. Two of the categories correspond to the
558major instructional objectives of the unit: thermal insulation and heat storage (i.e., thermal
559mass). The labels for these categories also explicitly linked design strategy to scientific
560mechanism: “use a good insulator, to keep the heat out” and “use thermal mass, storing the
561heat.” The content for these conceptual headings were copied directly from the various
562threads of the discussion to form each of these two primary categories, and corresponded to
563the two strands of ideas in the seed comments.
564Two additional categories were created that integrated comments from both seed
565contributors. First was a category on “heating,” that contained two subcategories related to
566passive vs. active heat transfer, labeled “natural heating” and “artificial heating.” This
567category contained comments that did not discuss an insulation or thermal inertia strategy,
568but rather contained information about windows and vents and their impact on passive or
569active movement of energy into and out of the house.
570The second category they added was labeled “questions.” This category held three
571comments that helped frame the entire discussion. First was a comment asking about what
572kinds of windows and vents the house needed. Second was a comment titled, “What should
573our house try to do?” which explicitly asks what type of heat flow is desirable in this
574project. Third was a seed comment titled, “If you store heat, how will we insulate” which
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575questions the insulation properties of water. These questions capture some of the most
576important design decisions faced in the project.
577The SenseMaker activity was a significant event in the students’ learning trajectories. In
578constructing a monologue for presentation, the students engaged in a significant amount of
579reflection and re-organization of their thinking. Perhaps the most significant aspect of this
580activity is that it led the students to recognize that they still had several questions that they did
581not know how to answer. These questions drove much of their subsequent dialogic activity.

582Online dialogic participation

583Connor participated in the online discussion with five contributions (Table 4). Unlike
584Jordan, where each post was either a “listening” post or a “talking” post, each of Connor’s
585posts both referenced a prior comment and contributed a new idea to the discussion. Three
586times he built on prior comments and elaborated them, and twice he questioned someone
587else’s idea. These comments were also well connected to three of the four new questions
588they developed in the SpeakEasy to SenseMaker activity. Taken together, these posts
589address both major design approaches—thermal inertia and insulation strategies—as well as
590the inclusion of windows/vents. For instance, Connor asks another student who had wanted
591to include windows in his/her house “Windows are fine; they might heat the house up a

Fig. 4 Connor and Tom’s SenseMaker
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592little bit, but not too much, that is if you do it right. I think that if you put overhangs over
593the windows, and maybe screens, that your house will not be affected.” As was the case for
594Jordan, the content of these posts foreshadow the content of the final design. However,
595unlike the case of Jordan, the five comments can be traced back to the SenseMaker
596monologic activity.

597Links between online monologue, dialogue, and final design

598In examining the connections between Connor’s on-line activity and the content and
599organization of the final design, we were struck by three important connections. The
600framing of the problem, the features of the design solution, and the direct connections that
601the students forged between the SpeakEasy dialogue and the SenseMaker monologue by
602cycling back and forth between the two on-line tools.
603First, in framing the problem Connor and Tom integrate the two opposing design
604strategies—thermal mass to heat or cool the house at the appropriate time and insulation to
605limit the change in temperature from the outside conditions. Previously, they had these
606ideas in opposition to one another and physically separated in SenseMaker. In their problem
607statement below, we have italicized phrases or ideas that can be traced to the way they
608organized the seed comments in the SenseMaker activity:

609What we need to figure out is how to naturallycool, and heat the house, so that we can
610live comfortably in all conditions. Our design needs to be a good insulator, so that

very little heat energy can heat or leave the house.
612

613Second, we noticed that, like the case of Jordan, the features of Connor’s design can be
614traced to the ideas he generated and the ideas he was exposed to in the second SpeakEasy
615dialogue. Most notably, the idea for the two tanks of water actually originated with a non-
616case study student who responds to one of Connor’s posts. Connor’s post questions a

t4.1Table 4 Connor’s SpeakEasy posts

Preceding post(s) Selection of Connor’s posts t4.2

Keep the heat out (seed) That would keep the heat in: t4.3
I think we should try to keep the heat out by
insulating with bad conductors (like Styrofoam or
wool) Heat flows more slowly through insulators
than it does through good conductors, which we
learned in the coke and potatoes lab.

If you wrap the house in a good insulator it will not
only keep the cold air out, but it will keep the heat in,
which will not let the air circulate. t4.4

Store the heat (seed) How could you store the water: t4.5
I think we should use water to store the heat. The
pulsing lab showed it takes a lot of heat energy to
warm water up, and we should use it to get heat in
the day and save it for night.

How could you store the water so that it stores the
heat for night but doesn’t heat up the house at the
daytime? t4.6

Windows let in too much heat (seed) Windows are fine: t4.7
When the problem is keeping the house cool, heat
from windows is greater than heat from roofs. The
article talks about putting windows high on the
walls to allow in light but keep the sun’s heat out.
I need to understand how this works because it
seems related to the insulation strategy.

Windows are fine; they might heat the house up a
little bit, but not too much, that is if you do it right. I
think that if you put overhangs over the windows,
and maybe screens, that your house will not be
affected. t4.8
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617thermal mass strategy of using glass bricks filled with water. Another student replies to
618Connor suggesting the use of tanks instead. Although we have no way to know for sure if
619Connor read the student’s reply to his post, we do see the two-tank idea emerge as the
620centerpiece of their design. Additionally, insulation was mentioned in one of Connor’s posts
621and is a feature of their design. Finally, and most directly, we see that the idea of using
622awnings and screens, which was introduced by Connor as a way to mitigate the problematic
623features of having windows, also becomes a major feature of their design. Thus, all three of
624their design features can be traced to the content of the SpeakEasy discussions.
625The third important connection was the interconnections between the SenseMaker and
626the SpeakEasy activities. In the case of Connor and Tom, Connor posts two initial messages
627to the SpeakEasy discussion board: one about insulation and one about water and its
628thermal inertia. Then they engage in the SenseMaker activity in which they take the product
629of their dialogue so far as an object for further reflection and reorganization. It is from this
630reorganization of posts that they realize that they have unanswered questions. One of the
631tools that they use to answer these questions is further dialogue within SpeakEasy. One of
632their questions, the question about windows and vents, is the topic of all three of Connor’s
633remaining posts. It was just these types of connections that were missing in the case of
634Jordan. Thus, SpeakEasy was used both to generate ideas and to remediate problems
635generated by reflecting on their progress toward their goals.

636Interactions within the dyad

637Even though Tom (Connor’s partner) demonstrated a more complete understanding than
638Connor on the quiz and on the post-test, he also appeared to be more of a follower than a
639leader in the dialogic aspects of the activity. He contributed the minimum number of
640posts to the SpeakEasy dialogue, and these were all on one afternoon, after the
641SpeakEasy to SenseMaker activity. The content of all but one of his posts reflected ideas
642already posted by his partner. However, he did raise a new issue in his comments. It was
643Tom who first raised the issue of the house’s color, which showed up in Connor and
644Tom’s final design. This indicates that he was more of an active participant than Ann was
645in Jordan and Ann’s design.

646Summary: Connections between monologue and dialogue

647As in the case of Jordan, in this case the seed comments started Connor thinking and
648initiated changes in his ideas about heat and temperature. However, unlike Jordan, in
649moving from dialogue to monologue, Connor consolidated his understanding of the
650problem and identified knowledge gaps. He then took these questions back to the
651dialogue, eventually incorporating their answers into the final product, which is yet
652another monologue. Connor was notably both more diligent about carrying themes
653between the dialogic and monologic activities and more successful in making progress on
654these ideas.

655Discussion: Between information and communication

656Earlier, we proposed some differences between information and communication interfaces.
657Theories of learning through social appropriation suggest that learners may benefit from
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658moving through both communication-oriented and information-oriented activities along
659their learning trajectory. We have analyzed one environment that integrates two tools to
660support dialogue and monologue and the transitions between them. Our conclusions and
661findings are clearly limited by the case study nature of our design and by the lack of process
662data for the students. Still, our analysis was able to draw several explicit connections from
663what the students learned back to the traces of their activity with our mediating tools and
664our analysis suggests that these conjectures warrant further study. The key feature of these
665tools that seemed to facilitate successful transitions between monologue and dialogue is
666allowing external knowledge representations to move easily from interfaces that encourage
667dialogue to those that support monologue production and back again. In this manner,
668electronic media provide an important opportunity for learners to not only externalize their
669ideas through dialogue, but also to reflect on, reorganize—and some might say deconstruct—
670their own discursive production. This is an important advantage over typical school settings
671where dialogue is often oral and ephemeral, and monologues are seen as final products with
672little role or value after they are complete.
673In our analysis, we have drawn several connections between information-based
674interfaces that mediate monologue and between communication tools that mediate dialogue.
675Dialogue and communication tools share a propensity toward context dependence, tightly
676coupled interaction and inclusion of a wide variety of communicative cues, such as socially
677relevant representations (Hoadley, 1999; Hoadley et al., 1995; Hoadley & Kirby, 2004).
678Monologue and information tools offer tightly structured ways of presenting information
679that constrain interpretation and encourage convergence.
680Both processes are essential in education. We do not want students to have
681completely different understandings of a domain. Neither do we want students to merely
682memorize and parrot what a teacher has told them. If we take seriously the concept of a
683learning trajectory in which students learn first from dialogic activity and move toward
684the more structured communicative forms of extended monologues, then cycle back to
685dialogues, then we must better understand how tools mediate different types of
686interaction and how they can potentially mediate the shifts in activity that occur along a
687learning trajectory.
688As it stands now, the divide between information interfaces and communication
689interfaces creates a chasm that learners must cross if they wish to internalize ideas and
690move towards more expert, independent practice and understanding in a domain. This
691study showed how the chasm was bridged by an activity structure and sequence that
692forged connections between an information tool and a communication tool. However,
693these two tools remained distinct as tools. This is a limit of this study and of the field
694in general. To the degree that information and communication tools are perceived by
695learners as distinct learning environments, they are less likely to transfer their habits of
696mind and ideas from one tool to the other. This argues for integrating computer-
697supported collaborative learning tools across the continuum to facilitate progressive
698discourse across both communication and information tools and for filling in the
699“middle spaces” within the continuum with new types of tools. The challenge presented
700to us is to design and build tools that transcend some of the either—or tradeoffs
701associated with the information—collaboration dimension and to support both dialogue
702and monologue.
703Where are the crucial points of leverage that allow the design of such tools? We
704propose three strategies to help create middle spaces and support progressive discourse
705and learning: more open monologues, more structured dialogues, and semiotic pivots
706that permit transitions from one to the other. We take each of these suggestions in turn.
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707More open monologues

708Digital tools open the possibility of more open, dialogic experiences while producing
709monologic texts. Digital tools permit activities like attaching discussions to monologues (for
710instance, linking Web boards to a PowerPoint slideshow), collaborative annotations (e.g., via
711Wikis), hyperlinking, referencing, and remixing (via cut-and-paste or Web linking), or
712weaving collaborative activity into monologic production (e.g., via a word processing
713program’s “track changes” facility, which not only allows people to follow another author’s
714actions, but also—through the “comments” feature—allows people to follow the reasoning
715behind the changes). Intertextuality becomes possible in digital media in a way that would be
716difficult to accomplish in oral or written monologues.

717More structured dialogues

718Similarly, new media may be able to support dialogue’s move towards middle spaces.
719While flexibility is the watchword of technology’s advantage for monologues, structure is
720the advantage new media can provide to dialogue. Most discussions of educational
721scaffolding (e.g., Pea, 2004; Wood, Bruner, & Ross, 1976) build on Vygotsky’s (1978)
722zone of proximal development (ZOPD), and design technologies that take over the role of
723the more competent other by mimicking human tutoring and coaching via prompts,
724questions, and templates Q3(e.g., Davis, 2003; Koedinger & Anderson, 1998; Suthers, Toth, &
725Weiner, 1997).
726A second, more encompassing interpretation of the ZOPD is derived from Vygotsky’s
727analysis of play. This notion of the ZOPD applies to situations where the model of
728competence is not represented by a person (or a computer facsimile), but is instead
729embedded into the tools and artifacts of the activity system that the students use to regulate
730their own behavior. Vygotsky (1978) introduced this version of the ZOPD with an example
731of two sisters playing at being sisters. In this case the sisters regulate their own behavior to
732only those actions that fit the rules of the play situation. As a result of playing sisters, the
733sisters come to understand that sisters have a different relationship to one another than to
734other people. Vygotsky (1978, p. 102) concludes, “this strict subordination to rules is quite
735impossible in life, but in play it does become possible: thus play creates a zone of proximal
736development of the child.”
737In the play example, it was the rules of the play situation that the sisters strictly adhere
738to, but do not fully understand, that takes the place of the more capable other. We think both
739interpretations—tutoring with a more capable other and self-regulated activity within a
740structured activity system—are important to the field of CSCL. However, the second
741interpretation is an important contribution to the design of computer-mediated learning
742systems that do not attempt to have the computer teach the students directly, but instead are
743designed to prompt and structure productive peer interaction.
744Following this second interpretation of the ZOPD, scaffolding can be used indirectly to
745help constrain or support interaction. For instance, think types or semantic categories
746(Bereiter & Scardamalia, 2003; Hoadley & Bell, 1996) can help learners structure dialogue.
747The design of collaborative media allows inscriptions and social cues that help constitute
748the social context to be manipulated and designed (Hoadley et al., 1995; Kreijns, Kirschner,
749& Jochem, 2003; Suthers, 2006; Tomsic & Suthers, 2006). More recently, work on
750collaborative scripting (Fischer, Mandl, Haake, & Kollar, in press; Kollar, Fischer, & Slotta,
7512005) has helped identify which types of supports can be used to make dialogic activities
752more productive for collaboration and learning. Indeed, it is still an open question what,
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753precisely, constitutes a script and which elements of dialogic activity should be mandated
754versus which should be left open (Dillenbourg, 2002).

755Semiotic pivots

756To facilitate the productive transitions between monologue and dialogue and back again, or
757more broadly what Suthers (2006) has referred to as CSCL’s need to address “trajectories of
758participation,” we introduce the concept of semiotic pivots. Interaction in CSCL environ-
759ments leaves material traces of the interaction, such as chat transcripts, threaded
760discussions, or a web page. These traces can be leveraged for learning by porting them
761from one communicative context to the next, as was the case when points made in
762SpeakEasy were brought over into the SenseMaker environment. In the production of a
763monologue, viewing their own dialogue as an object can help students identify
764inconsistencies, incoherencies, or places where points were not discussed in the same
765depth (Suthers & Hundhausen, 2003). These observations are the first step in deconstruct-
766ing, reorganizing, and reflecting on the ideas presented in the monologue. The traces can be
767seen as what Latour (1990) refers to as “immutable mobiles”—the text does not change as
768it moves from one context to the next. Because the communicative context around the text
769is changing, however, it creates an opportunity for the meaning assigned to the text to
770change. The textual trace of interaction becomes a semiotic pivot when it is engaged with in
771a new way and, as a result, the meaning of the text changes.
772Our notion of semiotic pivots takes as its point of departure Vygotsky’s notion of
773symbolic pivots. In his theorization of the development of the symbolic function through
774play, Vygotsky (1978) observed that in play a child assigns meaning to objects, but cannot
775yet assign arbitrary or purely conventional meanings as adults can. Instead, action provides
776a pivot for symbolization. Vygotsky (1978) uses the example of a child who places a broom
777between her legs to play horse. In this case, she assigns a symbolic meaning to the stick by
778using actions that can be used on both sticks and horses—both can be placed between one’s
779legs. At the same time, she has chosen to ignore other aspects of the broom and by not
780assigning them significance, makes them semitotically invisible. Thus, in play, students are
781able to fluently use symbolism and abstraction in ways that remain difficult for them in
782other contexts. Likewise, with semiotic pivots the meaning of a text changes based on
783changes in the communicative context. We suggest that in the same way symbolic pivots
784contribute to cognitive development, semiotic pivots lay the developmental tracks for
785conceptual trajectories by facilitating changes along the trajectory of participation. For
786example, in the case of Connor, the partners engaged with the text of their previous
787dialogue with the goal of producing a monologue. They took the traces of that dialogue and
788engaged the entire exchange as a whole object, reorganizing the pieces of the whole to
789make it more topically coherent. This new engagement with the old text acted as a pivot for
790their understanding and led them to recognize the holes in their argument and the questions
791that they still needed to answer.
792The importance of semiotic pivots in facilitating productive transitions between
793monologue and dialogue suggests three concrete design principles for CSCL environments.
794First, it suggests that our designs need to support the mobility of textual traces from one
795communicative context to the next. When a text produced in one communicative context is
796available in another context it has the opportunity to become a pivot. If the products of
797interaction cannot seamlessly move between tools, however, then the learning opportunities
798that come from engaging those ideas in a new way are lost. Unfortunately, this simple goal
799is often complicated by today’s non-interoperable learning environments.
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800Second, the whole trajectory of participation may be productively viewed as a re-
801traceable history. At times students will need to look back at their history of interaction as a
802resource to help resolve their current conceptual difficulty. The potential difficulty is that
803indexing and reference are based on different paradigms in the two modes of
804communication. In a face-to-face dialogue, indexing and reference are ephemeral are co-
805constructed in the moment through deictics, gesture, etc. In CSCL environments, these co-
806constructed forms of reference are reproduced via shared displays, visual highlighting, and
807the use of the pointer as a type of electronic, deictic gesture (Rummel, Spada, & Hauser,
8082006; Stevens, Cherry, & Fournier, 2002). In monologues, indexing and reference are
809formal and often searchable (e.g., via a table of contents, hierarchical or tabbed browsing,
810hyperlinks, etc.). As a field, we would benefit from both conceptual and technical solutions
811that allow the whole history of interaction to be accessible to the participants at any point
812along their trajectory. One interesting solution would be to extend the work being done on
813collective annotation and video records (Pea, 2005; Stevens et al., 2002), generalizing these
814“guided noticings” to other types of texts and adding additional features that allow the user
815multiple access points and non-linear paths for the annotated interaction.
816Third, when considering how to design semiotic pivots we also need to consider the
817direction of the transition we are intending to support. Transitions from monologue to
818dialogue, and vice versa, both ideally represent shifts in perspective, but each presents
819different conceptual hurdles. Transitions from monologues to dialogs seem much more
820common and easy to facilitate-formal presentations, movie screenings, and poetry readings
821are all colloquial examples of monologues that spark dialogues. Perhaps the most important
822consideration in facilitating this transition is to motivate the need and perceived value of
823engaging in a dialogue around a monologic text. In traditional classroom settings, the
824production of a monologue, such as a written report, is often seen as the end goal, and not
825one step along a longer process. Dialogs and critical discussions after the monologue is
826complete can be perceived to be tangential, inconsequential, or even as things that get in the
827way of the “real” work of producing an artifact for a grade. In these cases, students may be
828resistant or even unwilling to participate in dialogues. This suggests that for this direction of
829transition we need to design to motivate dialogue and critical engagement. In the opposite
830direction, from dialogue to monologue, the critical shift in perspective is from attending to the
831current turn or topic of discussion and attending to the whole dialogue as a single object from
832a global perspective. By seeing the structure and flow of the entire dialogue as a single object
833students are afforded the opportunity to engage with it in a new way and to see the ideas in a
834new light. Designing for this transition require us to design for a shift to a global perspective.

835Conclusion

836In this paper, we have attempted to illustrate how the ebb and flow of monologue and
837dialogue can lead to learning and to show the importance of supporting this cycle in the
838design of technological tools. Progressive discourse provides a venue for the growth of
839ideas through the interchange of these two processes—the dialogic process of interanima-
840tion in conversations and the monologic process of construction in text production. Our
841challenge is to learn how to create conducive middle spaces in our pedagogical designs,
842including both the structure given to learning activities and our tool design. This may be
843accomplished by designing activities that bridge communication and information
844technologies, as was the case in this study. This may also be accomplished by a new
845genre of technologies that do not honor the old dichotomies and support both
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846communicative processes. While some formulations of learning and CSCL may presume
847that there are collaborative and non-collaborative forms of learning, we propose that this
848presumption may be counterproductive. All learning is communicative. Monologue and
849dialogue are important in isolation, but the middle spaces that connect them provide fertile
850ground for future research.
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